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	Orthopaedic surgeons, paediatricians and radiologists

	all deal with the problem of dislocation

	and dysplasia of the infant hip. If dysplasia

	and displacement of the infant hip are described

	together under the heading “Disorders of Hip

	Maturation” then together they constitute the

	commonest disease of the musculoskeletal system.

	These disorders have implications not only

	for the child itself and its entire family, but they

	are of enormous consequence for public health.





	It is currently thought that 9%–10% of all hip replacements

	carried out are necessary because of

	a hip maturation disorder. Hence the importance

	of early detection. Generally, authors agree that

	early detection of dysplasia or displacement is

	fundamental for adequate treatment. However,

	opinion differs widely as to what requires treatment.

	Should only displaced or dislocated hips

	be treated or should a dysplastic bony acetabulum

	without any displacement be treated? How

	many resolve spontaneously without treatment?

	Should “unstable” hip joints be treated? There is

	no consensus about how “instability” should be

	defined. Does instability require treatment only

	if the femoral head can be dislocated out of the

	socket or if, under pressure, the femoral head

	shifts within the socket?





	Hip ultrasonography with its ability not only

	to visualise the unossified parts of the newborn

	hip but also to show movement of the femoral

	head within the socket has brought about an

	enormous improvement in infant hip diagnosis.

	Hip ultrasound is practicable, reproducible, and

	able to be taught and learnt.





	It is easy to be impressed by observing with

	ultrasound the movements of the femoral head

	in the acetabulum. However, these observations

	are purely subjective and can lead to misdiagnosis.

	The cartilaginous and bony parts of the hip

	joint must be objectively measured and quantified

	in relation to the age of the baby, otherwise

	sonography ends in catastrophe.
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PowerPoint 2007: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
 Like every other application in Microsoft Office suite, PowerPoint is loaded with features. So many, in fact, that even veterans don't know where to find them all. Microsoft solved this problem in PowerPoint 2007 by redesigning the user interface with a tabbed toolbar that makes features easy to locate and use. PowerPoint 2007...
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InDesign CS4 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You have a personal tutor in the Digital Classroom 
If you want expert instruction that fits into your schedule, Digital Classroom delivers. Adobe Certified Experts guide you through 13 lessons, helping you learn essential InDesign CS4 skills at your own speed. Full-color, step-by-step instructions in the book are enhanced with...
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The Unknown Revolution: 1917–1921PM Press, 2019

	
		This in-depth, eyewitness history written by Voline, an outspoken activist in the Russian Revolution, pays significant attention to what the author describes as “struggles for the real Social Revolution”—that is, the uprising of the sailors and workers of Kronstadt in 1921 and the peasant movement that Nestor...
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Special Edition Using Visual C++ 6Que, 1998

	
		Special Edition Using Visual C++ 6 focuses on making you productive with Visual C++ as quickly as possible. Because of its straightforward approach, this book is able to progress into more advanced topics such as database capabilities, creating ActiveX controls and documents, and enterprise features. Coverage includes all the new...
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Mastering Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2008Sybex, 2010

	The book you have in your possession is the culmination of a lot of work from thousands of people, from the original programmers at Microsoft to the team at Sybex that helped put it together. From the first days of Windows, Microsoft strived to create an easy-to-use and helpful program that would be available and accessible to anyone who...
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Ethics in Information TechnologyCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	We are excited to publish the third edition of Ethics in Information Technology. This new
	edition builds on the success of the previous editions and meets the need for a resource that
	helps readers understand many of the legal, ethical, and societal issues associated with IT.
	We have responded to the feedback from our first and second...
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